
Play’n GO Announce Restructuring to Advance Sales Strategy

Play’n GO are proud to announce a new strategic transition within the company, strengthening the Sales and Account Management sections of
the organisation under the experienced stewardship of Sales Director, Magnus Olsson

Magnus has brought a wealth of experience to Play’n GO, having worked for nearly twenty years at major multinationals such as Hewlett
Packard and Juniper Networks. His sales knowledge and customer expertise will be a tremendous boost to the company, helping drive the
organisation into the next stage of development.

“I’m very happy to be entrusted with moving Play’n GO into this new era,” said Olsson. “Play’n GO is a rapidly growing company and I look
forward to driving continued growth and success here”

This is a new direction for the company and will focus on bringing the knowledge of both sectors under one umbrella. This restructure is the
first step in a strategy to focus on getting the most out of the customer facing departments, and to create a globally streamlined sales
organisation within the business.

CEO Johan Törnqvist also believes Magnus is a great choice:

“Magnus comes to us having gained a great deal of experience throughout his career and, in his short time with us, has already shown the
qualities that we were looking for to move forward in this endeavour. This is a very exciting time for Play’n GO and I’m delighted to be moving
the company ahead with Magnus here alongside us ”

For more information, please contact us at Play'n GO

Play’n GO is an award-winning supplier of high quality gaming content to many of the world’s leading casino brands.  Their genuine omni-
channel solution can be tailored to suit the needs of individual online and land-based partners, regardless of geographical, regulatory, or
market-specific requirements. Their games are developed in HTML5 to provide an enhanced user experience on all devices and operating
systems. They are complemented by superior back-office administration tools which provide expansive reporting and marketing capabilities,
ensuring operators are equipped to provide the ultimate gaming experience. The supplier’s extensive portfolio was recently recognised by the
award of the EGR Slot Provider of the Year 2018 title. For more information about Play’n GO, who have offices in Sweden, Malta, Hungary, and
the UK, please visit http://www.playngo.com.


